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Key Points:9

• A high percentage (90%) of dancing sprites were produced by a large asymmet-10

ric MCS which developed in strong convective conditions over the Mediterranean11

Sea12

• The sprite parent flashes mainly initiated at the edge of the convective region and13

propagated 100-200 km across the stratiform region14

• An especially bright and wide sprite sequence was produced by three distinct pos-15

itive CG strokes that occurred within 3 ms and were separated by 54 km16
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Abstract17

One of the most enigmatic types of sprites is the dancing sprite which appears to18

dance above the storm as sequential luminous emissions a few 100 ms or less apart. Danc-19

ing sprites occur in relatively small proportion and many aspects of their generation re-20

main unknown. We present a multi-instrumental analysis of a 20-hour duration Mesoscale21

Convective System (MCS) over the northwestern Mediterranean Sea on September 21,22

2019, that produced 21 sprites recorded with a video camera, of which 19 (90%) were23

dancing sprites. The asymmetric trailing stratiform MCS developed in strong convec-24

tive conditions having a CAPE of 3,500 J kg−1. It formed several convective cores (up25

to 2,900 km2 with cloud top temperature < -66◦C) and exhibited a bow echo structure26

during the sprite production period. Using Lightning Mapping Array data, we show that27

the sprite producing positive cloud-to-ground (SP+CG) flashes mainly initiated at the28

edge of the convective line on the side of the stratiform region. The flashes propagated29

100-200 km across it, producing both positive and negative CG strokes. The 19 danc-30

ing sprite events included 49 sequences, of which 46 were associated with distinct SP+CG31

strokes and 3 with surges during the continuing current. An especially bright and wide32

sprite sequence was produced by three distinct SP+CG strokes that occurred within 333

ms and spread over 54 km. This sprite sequence could be classified as a new sprite cat-34

egory resembling a "wall" but structured in three groups, each associated with one of35

the +CG strokes.36

Plain Language Summary37

One of the most enigmatic types of sprites is the dancing sprite which appears to38

dance above the storm as sequential luminous emissions a few 100 ms or less apart. Danc-39

ing sprites occur in relatively small proportion and many aspects of their generation re-40

main unknown. We present a multi-instrumental analysis of a 20-hour duration Mesoscale41

Convective System over the Mediterranean Sea on September 21, 2019, that produced42

21 sprites, of which 19 were dancing. The storm developed in strong convective condi-43

tions and formed several convective cores with very high clouds and a bow-echo struc-44

ture. Most of the sprite producing flashes propagated from the convective to the strat-45

iform region over long distances producing strokes of both polarity. The 19 events in-46

cluded 49 sprite sequences, of which 46 were associated with distinct strokes and 3 with47

surges during the continuing current. An especially bright and wide sprite was produced48

by three strokes that occurred within 3 ms and separated by 54 km. This sprite could49

be classified as a new sprite category resembling a "wall". We accredit the high propor-50

tion of dancing sprites to a complex charge structure in the stratiform region with large51

potential and pockets of charge driving the leaders and allowing substantial discharge.52
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1 Introduction53

Sprites are brief optical emissions occurring in the mesosphere above a thunder-54

storm as shown by low-light cameras (Sentman et al., 1995; Lyons, 1996). The phenomenon55

is triggered most often by a positive cloud-to-ground lightning stroke (+CG) that low-56

ers a large amount of positive charge to the ground and exhibits a high charge moment57

change (CMC) (Pasko et al., 1997). Sprites can extend over an altitude range from 4058

to 90 km and span 50-100 km horizontally (e.g Pasko et al., 1997; Neubert et al., 2008).59

The sprite discharge develops as positive downward streamers (cold plasma channels with60

enhanced electric fields in their tips), when the transient electric field exceeds the dielec-61

tric breakdown threshold at ∼70 km altitude (Pasko et al., 1997). High-speed camera62

observations have shown complex streamer propagation that induces various vertically63

structured shapes, both individually or in the form of sprite clusters (e.g Stanley et al.,64

1999; McHarg et al., 2007; Stenbaek-Nielsen & McHarg, 2008). Sprites are usually clas-65

sified according to their optically perceptible characteristics as column, carrot, angel, wish-66

bone, tree, jellyfish or combination of several of them (Bór, 2013).67

Among the various types within the family of sprites, the dancing sprites consti-68

tute the longest lasting events. They consist of sequential luminous discharges visible69

at different locations above the storm over a duration of a few hundreds of milliseconds70

up to around one second. They are called dancing or jumping sprites and can extend over71

large distances up to more than 100 km (Lyons, 1994; Winckler et al., 1996; Lu et al.,72

2013; Yang et al., 2015; Soula et al., 2017; Bór et al., 2018). Such sprite events are ob-73

served in a relatively small number during a storm. For example, Bór (2013) made a sta-74

tistical study over 489 sprite events of which only 44 (9%) could be classified as danc-75

ing. In some sprite producing storms, no dancing sprites are identified as in Soula et al.76

(2015) with 12 sprite events produced by a short lifetime storm. Lu et al. (2013) ana-77

lyzed a total of 39 sprite events produced by a Mesoscale Convective System (MCS) near78

Oklahoma on June 29th, 2011, of which 14 were classified as dancing. In Lu et al. (2013)79

the dancing sprites were associated with a single lightning flash, but with three differ-80

ent schemes: the first where the dancing sequences could have been produced by distinct81

strokes of the flash, the second where they were associated with a series of current surges82

superposed on an intense continuing current, and the third was a mix of both. Soula et83

al. (2017) made similar observations for two cases of dancing sprites analyzed in detail.84

These included 4 and 3 sequences associated with sprite-producing +CG (SP+CG) strokes,85

and delayed sprite sequences or elements, clearly associated with surges of current. Bór86

et al. (2018) suggested that extended lightning flashes associated with large charge lay-87

ers in the stratiform region are necessary for this kind of sprite event to occur.88

The present study is a new analysis of a long duration storm (∼ 20 hours) that pro-89

duced 21 sprites recorded during the night with a video camera, of which a very large90

proportion (90 %) were of dancing type. It is a combination of an overall presentation91

of the main characteristics of the dancing sprites, their production mechanism in terms92

of lightning activity and cloud structure, as well as a detailed analysis of three partic-93

ular cases of these dancing sprite events. The paper is structured as follows: Section 294

describes the data and methods that were used in the study. Section 3 is a presentation95

of the storm that caused the dancing sprites. Section 4 is a general analysis/statistical96

study on the dancing sprites and their parent lightning. Section 5 presents the in depth97

analysis of three dancing sprite events. Finally, Section 6 discusses and summarizes the98

main results.99

2 Data, instrumentation and methods100

2.1 Optical observations101

The sprite videos used in this study are provided in the Supplementary Informa-102

tion. They were recorded with a camera installed at the instrumental site of the Aerol-103
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ogy Laboratory (Laero): Atmospheric Research Center (CRA), in Lannemezan (43.127◦N;104

0.369◦E; 600 m altitude). The camera is a Watec 902H with a field of view (FOV) of 31◦,105

which is the same as described in Soula et al. (2017). The videos have a frame rate of106

25 frames per second, or 50 interlaced fields per second corresponding to a time resolu-107

tion of 20 ms. The beginning and the end of each video field is GPS time referenced (UTC108

time).109

Since the sprites were only recorded by one camera, the triangulation of their geo-110

location was not possible, but their line of sight (LOS) from the camera location was com-111

puted. These LOS are based on the azimuth angles of the sprites in the video determined112

manually with the software "Cartes du Ciel" (SkyCharts) by matching visible stars in113

the images with the software star catalogue, given the observation time, the camera lo-114

cation and FOV.115

In this work we adopt the classification and definition from Soula et al. (2017). A116

sprite event is defined as one video (of ∼ 2 sec duration) including one or more sprite117

sequences and a sprite sequence includes all successive video fields with sprite elements118

that appear as a consequence of one SP+CG stroke. In cases where the parent lightning119

stroke is not detected and since the relaxation time of the vertical electric field compo-120

nent above 60 km is less than 20 ms (Pasko et al., 1997), a sequence can be defined by121

sprite elements being separated in time by at least one field (20 ms).122

According to the time interval with which they occur after the SP+CG stroke, sprites123

are usually classified as either long delayed (>20 ms) or short delayed (<20 ms), each124

exhibiting different characteristics in terms of SP+CG properties, displacement from SP+CG125

stroke and sprite morphology (e.g. Lu et al., 2013). For instance, Lu et al. (2013) showed126

that short time-delayed sprites had lower horizontal displacements from their parent +CG127

stroke. In this study we also classify the sprites based on the time delay from their par-128

ent SP+CG stroke. The delay is given as an interval because of the 20 ms time resolu-129

tion of the videos.130

2.2 Lightning data131

The Vaisala Global Lightning Detection Network GLD360 (Said et al., 2010; Said132

& Murphy, 2016) is used to analyze the overall lightning activity produced by the storm.133

The data contain time, location, peak current and type (CG or IC) for each detected event.134

In Said and Murphy (2016) the detection efficiency (DE) of the network in the US is eval-135

uated and they find a CG flash DE of ∼75–85% relative to the National Lightning De-136

tection Network (which has a flash DE >95% (Mallick et al., 2014)). The DE over Cor-137

sica is assumed to be the same, because the sensor density in that region is similar to138

that in the US (R. Said, personal communication, March 17, 2021). We cluster the events139

detected by GLD360 (strokes for CG and pulses for IC) into flashes using the criteria140

that events within 20 km and 0.5 s of each other belong to the same flash. If one of the141

events in the cluster is identified as a CG, the flash is labelled as CG. The highest ab-142

solute value of peak current in the cluster is saved as the flash peak current and defines143

its polarity. If a flash is categorized as a CG flash but has a lower peak current than 5144

kA, we assume that it is, in fact, an IC flash (R. Said, personal communication, May 7,145

2020).146

Lightning data from Météorage (MTRG from now) is used for the SP+CG strokes147

identification, in a complementary way to GLD data. It consists of time, location, peak148

current and stroke/pulse classification for CG strokes and IC pulses. The main charac-149

teristics of this network in terms of detection performances are described in Schulz et150

al. (2016) and Pedeboy (2015) and are valid at the date of the present storm. Schulz et151

al. (2016) showed that in a large part of France, the DE was 89% and 84% for negative152

and positive CG strokes, respectively. However, they show that the larger peak current153

values of the strokes the larger DE, suggesting a higher detection of SP+CG strokes that154
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generally exhibit rather large peak currents (São Sabbas et al., 2003; Lyons et al., 2003;155

Soula et al., 2009). The other important parameter for the study is the location accu-156

racy (LA) of the SP+CG strokes. Pedeboy (2015) showed that LA was better than 120157

m for 50 % of the strokes in the last two years of his study (2013-2014).158

2.3 LMA159

The development of the flashes and their 3D extension inside the cloud were mapped160

by the SAETTA Lightning Mapping Array (LMA) (developed by New Mexico Tech, USA161

(Thomas et al., 2004)) located in Corsica (Coquillat et al., 2019). The SAETTA LMA162

consists of 12 ground-based stations deployed evenly over the island and has a range of163

about 350 km centered on Corsica with good 3D mapping in a range of about 120 km.164

Each station measures the very high frequency (VHF) pulses produced by the leader phase165

of lightning flashes in the 60–66 MHz band. The LMA can locate the individual VHF166

sources in 3D by accurately measuring the time of arrival (TOA) of the signals with the167

use of GPS receivers with a theoretical location accuracy of about 200 m in the region168

where the studied TLEs occurred (Coquillat et al., 2019). For most SP+CG flashes only169

VHF sources detected by at least seven stations were used in the analysis (for the two170

last SP+CG flashes the criteria was lowered to six stations, because of poor reconstruc-171

tion), and chi-squared goodness of fit statistics were required to be ≤ 0.5 in the source172

location solutions. These criteria minimize the influence of noisy or poorly located sources.173

We analyzed the SAETTA data using typical 3D projections (e.g. Coquillat et al.,174

2019) (including movies), the time-distance plot (van der Velde & Montanyà, 2013) and175

also looked at the raw SAETTA data to identify regions with strong VHF radiation but176

poor reconstruction. Two approaches have been applied to identify all VHF sources that177

belong to a given flash. The first one relies on the analysis by visual inspection of the178

LMA data through a thorough analysis of multiple zooms, animations and interpolations179

of the propagation of the different components of a given flash. This was possible be-180

cause of the limited number of cases to study and was also required because of the rather181

long range of the flash locations relative to the LMA center. A second approach was ap-182

plied using the SAETTA source-to-flash algorithm, using a Density-Based Spatial Clus-183

tering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) method similarly to Fuchs et al. (2016) or184

Ma et al. (2021). Overall, by studying each of the 21 flashes, we concluded that the hand185

selection performs better than the automatic DBSCAN algorithm, which in the present186

case splits extended flashes because of a rather low density of the VHF sources at dis-187

tant locations from the LMA center.188

2.4 Extremely low frequency recordings189

The continuing current is an important driver for triggering delayed sprites and of190

maintaining the quasi-static electric field in the mesosphere and thereby the sprite lu-191

minosity for longer than the local relaxation time (Pasko et al., 1997; Cummer & Füllekrug,192

2001; Li et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2013; Soula et al., 2017; Bór et al., 2018; Gomez Kuri et193

al., 2021). The current moment waveform (CMW) and CMC for the SP+CG flashes were194

reconstructed from the data recorded by a broadband ELF measurement system located195

in the Bieszczady Mountains in Poland (∼ 1500 km from the storm ). It measures the196

magnetic field component of the electromagnetic field using two magnetic antennas, aligned197

in the north-south and east-west directions. They cover the frequency range 0.02 Hz to198

1.1 kHz. The receiver features a Bessel anti-aliasing filter that has the energy bandwidth199

of 900 Hz. The sampling frequency is equal to 3 kHz. The CMW and the CMC were re-200

constructed using the method presented by Mlynarczyk et al. (2015). The method al-201

lows us to obtain the discharge parameters at the source, taking into account that the202

attenuation and the propagation velocity in the ELF range depend on the frequency.203
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Optical observations of sprites are very well correlated to electromagnetic field ra-204

diation in the ELF (3-3000 Hz) band (e.g. Cummer et al., 1998). When a bright sprite205

occurs, two peaks can be observed in the ELF signal, one due to the SP+CG stroke and206

a second one due to the current flow in the sprite. The delay between the SP+CG stroke207

and sprite as well as the sprite duration is therefore also seen in the ELF signal for these208

sprites (Cummer et al., 1998; Li et al., 2008). The reasons that only the brightest sprite209

events are seen in the ELF signal are not well understood (Cummer, 2003; Inan et al.,210

2010).211

The vertical electric field was measured with a broadband vertical dipole whip an-212

tenna installed in the center of France (station F1 in Figure 1 in Kolmašová et al. (2016)213

∼700 km from the storm location). A detailed description of the instrumentation is given214

in Farges and Blanc (2011). The frequency range of the antenna is <1kHz - 5 MHz and215

data are only acquired when the signal locally exceeds a threshold corresponding to an216

electric field amplitude of 2 V/m. When triggered, 30 ms of data with 6 ms of pre-triggering217

time at a sampling frequency of 12.5 MHz, are saved.218

The electric field waveforms studied herein were all filtered with a digital low pass219

filter at 2 kHz. The ELF band is chosen because this is the range where we expect to220

see the sprite signature and it thus eases the interpretation of the data. However, it also221

eliminates any information about the currents on time scales shorter than 0.5 ms. Since222

studying the dynamics of the current flowing inside the lightning stroke and the sprite223

are outside the scope of this work and sprites usually appear at least 1 ms after the par-224

ent lightning stroke, this shorter time scale information is not important. When inter-225

preting the filtered waveforms, one should be aware of artifacts introduced by the filter226

itself, which would appear as a 2 kHz signal in this case.227

2.5 Cloud top temperature228

The cloud structure and characteristics are evaluated from the cloud top temper-229

atures (CTT) provided by the Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) Spinning Enhanced230

Visible and InfraRed Imager (SEVIRI) radiometer. The temperature accuracy is gen-231

erally better than ∼1 K, the spatial resolution is 0.041◦ and every point in the observed232

hemisphere is observed four times per hour. The parallax error at this latitude (42.5◦)233

is estimated to be about 14 km in north direction for cloud tops at ∼12 km altitude. All234

SEVIRI measurements analyzed here are corrected for parallax. By design, SEVIRI sam-235

ples the geographical domain where the studied storm occurred at 11, 26, 41 and 56 min236

of each hour.237

3 Overview of the storm structure and development238

The dancing sprites analyzed in this study were observed on September 21, 2019,239

above a long duration (∼ 20 hours) MCS over the northwestern Mediterranean Sea. On240

this day, an east to south-east flow over the Mediterranean Sea, due to high pressure over241

Central and South Europe, carried hot and very humid air to South Eastern France at242

a lower level. This created convergence with the south-southwest cyclonic flow caused243

by a deep low of pressure located over the North Atlantic (980 hPa). It is in this con-244

text that the MCS developed early in the morning close to the Mediterranean Spanish245

north-east coastline and traveled east during the day, to reach Corsica at the end of the246

day. Figure 1 shows the motion of the CG lightning activity as reported by GLD360 dur-247

ing the entire life cycle of the storm. The storm trajectory above the Mediterranean Sea248

and the duration resembles that of the storm in Soula et al. (2017) that produced a large249

number of sprites, including dancing sprites.250

In this study we focus on the afternoon and evening part of this storm, from 17:10251

to 23:40 UTC. The CG flashes from this part of the storm are plotted in the zoomed in-252

set in Figure 1 and the CTT development is displayed in Figure 2. This storm was a large253
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MCS covering more than 140,000 km2 at its maximum (defined as the area with CTT254

< -40◦ C as inferred from CTT pattern issued from SEVIRI and referred to as A(-40◦)),255

with the typical structure of a trailing stratiform MCS (Houze et al., 1990). A new storm256

started forming at 20:30 UTC east of Corsica, and the CG flashes from it are also plot-257

ted in the main part of Figure 1. The activity of the new storm is excluded from the anal-258

ysis, as shown in the zoomed inset of Figure 1 where the CG flashes from it are not plot-259

ted.260

The first sprite of the recorded period occurred at 18:39 UTC and the last one at261

23:04 UTC and this is approximately the time period that we refer to as the sprite pro-262

ducing part of the storm. Figure 2 shows that the main cold/convective region (CTT<-263

65 ◦C) of the storm moved in a northeast direction during the sprite producing part of264

the storm and that the less cold/stratiform region (CTT>-60◦C) was developed to the265

west and north. Also, it shows that most SP+CG flashes initiated close to or in the con-266

vective regions and the SP+CG strokes occurred in the trailing stratiform region. From267

Figure 2 we see hourly snapshots of the CTT, and the clouds could have developed or268

moved significantly at the time of the SP+CG relative to what is plotted here. The max-269

imum value of this time difference is ∼24 minutes, which is for the last sprite event at270

23:04 UTC.271

The temporal evolution of CTT development and CG flash activity is shown in Fig-272

ure 3. In the first hour (between 17:10 and 18:10 UTC), which corresponds to the be-273

ginning of the night for the region and is before the first sprite records, the storm was274

already well developed in size, but there had been a break in strong convection of a few275

hours. The convection started to increase around 17:25 UTC as seen from the area of276

cloud top with a temperature <-66◦ C (A(-66◦) in Figure 3a) and was associated with277

an increase in CG flash rate and decrease in minimum CTT. The consistent observations278

are explained by the presence of updrafts that enhanced both the cloud electrification279

processes and the vertical development of the cloud. The lightning activity was highest280

from around 17:30 UTC to 19:30 UTC with a first maximum CG flash rate of 30-35 flashes281

per minute (fl min−1) around 18:10 UTC. During this time, there were fluctuations in282

convection characterized by concurrent changes in A(-40◦), A(-66◦) and CG flash rate283

because of several convective cores that were successively more active. The two first sprite284

events happened during an increase in +CG flash rate between 18:30 and 19:00 UTC.285

After the two events and until 19:30 UTC strong convection intensified with minimum286

CTT of -73◦ C and CG flash rates above 30 fl min−1. During this half hour period there287

were several high peak current +CG flashes but no sprite was recorded. From 19:30 UTC288

the CG flash rate decreased (especially for -CG) but A(-66◦) increased in size and re-289

vealed from the CTT patterns in Figure 2 several small convective cells seemed to merge290

and became nearly circular until A(-66◦) (blue regions in Figure 2 and pink bars in Fig-291

ure 3a) reached the maximum size around 20:30 UTC, the same time as the high sprite292

rate began. The dissipating stage of the MCS was spread over time, with convective cores293

losing intensity one after the other. The minimum CTT started to increase from around294

19:40 UTC and from around 20:30 UTC decreasing updrafts are also inferred based on295

reduced A(-66◦) and CG flash rates. Most sprites were recorded between 20:00 and 21:00296

UTC during the mature/dissipating stage of the storm and the sprite activity contin-297

ued until the storm completely dissipated.298

Whereas there is no obvious trend in the temporal development of the CG flash299

peak currents (Figure 3b), it is interesting to note that there were many strong +CG flashes300

that did not produce sprites within the FOV of the camera. Overall, during this part301

of the storm (from 17:10 to 23:40 UTC) 23 % of the CG flashes detected by GLD360 were302

of positive polarity.303
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4 Overview and analysis of sprites and parent flashes304

During the night period of September 21, 2019, 21 sprite events were captured by305

the video camera, of which the location and FOV are indicated in Figure 1, 500-600 km306

away from the storm. These sprite events included from 1 to 4 sprite sequences, for a307

total of 51 sequences. In this work, the sprite events are numbered from 1-21 in chrono-308

logical order. The histogram in Figure 4a shows the distribution of the number of se-309

quences of the sprite events. It is interesting to note that only two of these sprite events310

exhibited one sequence, including the last event of the evening, which was a very bright311

jellyfish sprite. All other events (19 including 49 sequences) were dancing sprites (de-312

fined by at least two sprite sequences showing distinct separation in space or in time or313

in both), most of them with two or three sequences caused by individual SP+CG strokes314

from the same flash. Based on the analysis of VHF data described in section 2.3 all cases315

of dancing sprite events in this study were caused by continuous lightning discharge pro-316

cess and the sprites location followed the lightning propagation, something that was pre-317

viously assumed by e.g. Soula et al. (2017); Bór et al. (2018) and is also shown by Lu318

et al. (2013) for several cases of dancing sprites.319

In 42 out of 49 (87.75%) dancing sprite sequences, the sprites were produced by320

distinct +CG strokes separated in the flash; in the remaining 7 sequences no SP+CG321

stroke appeared immediately prior to the sprite. Data from GLD360 and MTRG were322

checked for positive and negative CG strokes that could be related to the sprite. When323

no SP+CG stroke appears, it could mean that a CG stroke was missed by the detection324

systems because the waveform of the VLF/LF signal was too complex or that the sprite325

was initiated by IC discharges or by intermittent surges during a phase with continuing326

current (van der Velde et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2013).327

Figures 4b,c show the distribution of time and distance between the successive SP+CG328

strokes in a same sprite event (this could be determined when two successive SP+CG329

strokes were both identified, which was the case for 24 SP+CGs). The time ranged be-330

tween 40 and 516 ms, with 80% being below 300 ms and the distance ranged between331

2 and 87 km, which is in line with other studies of dancing sprites. In Lu et al. (2013)332

time intervals between successive SP+CG strokes within an event were in the range of333

200-700 ms and the distances were in the range of 35-70 km. Bór et al. (2018) found time334

intervals of 48-277 ms and distances between 4.5 and 81.3 km. In Soula et al. (2017) the335

maximum distance between the first and last SP+CG stroke in one flash was ∼ 180 km336

and the time between successive SP+CG strokes was in the range of 270-700 ms.337

Figure 5a shows the duration and horizontal extent of the sprite producing flashes338

for all events. The duration is defined as the time from the first detected VHF source339

to the last detected VHF source from the flash. The horizontal extent is defined as the340

maximum distance between two VHF sources belonging to the flash and is not neces-341

sarily the distance from the flash origin to flash termination. Care was taken to ensure342

that noise sources were not included in this calculation in two ways. First, noise sources343

were already removed in the initial filtering of the LMA data, and second, by visual in-344

spection through plots of all sources from a given SP+CG flash with the ones used for345

the calculation highlighted. The horizontal extent of the sprite producing flashes ranges346

from 101 to 218 km and the parent flashes last from 1.3 to 6 s, most of them enduring347

between 2 and 4 seconds. Figure 5a also shows the time between flash initiation (first348

VHF source) to the first and last SP+CG stroke (when identified). Most of the flashes349

are seen to have continued after the sprite sequences, which usually occurred approxi-350

mately halfway through the flash duration. Parent flashes of events #3 and #21 that351

only triggered a single sprite do not differ significantly from the dancing sprite flashes352

in these parameters.353

Figure 5b,c summarizes the cloud characteristics where the 21 parent flashes prop-354

agated. Each event/flash has the number of sprite sequences annotated in Figure 5b, which355

also shows (in blue dots) ∆CTTOT defined as the CTT difference of the the region of356
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flash initiation (± 0.05◦ in longitude and latitude of the mean location of the first 10 ms357

of VHF sources) and the same for the region of the VHF source furthest away from the358

initiation. Thus, a negative value means that the CTT around the flash origin was colder359

than the CTT at flash termination, meaning higher cloud top height at the flash origin.360

Since all values are negative, all SP+CG flashes initiated in colder regions than where361

they terminated. The orange dots are ∆CTTMO and show the difference in CTT between362

the minimum CTT at the time of the flash and the CTT at flash origin. This suggests363

that most SP+CG flashes were not initiated within the coldest cores but they were ini-364

tiated close to other convective cores in decaying phase. This behavior matches the ini-365

tiation and stroke location of the SP+CG flashes seen in Figure 2. Figure 5b also shows366

the time from the SEVIRI scan until the event, referred to as ∆tSF. The maximum pos-367

sible time is 450 seconds (7.5 minutes) meaning that the event occurred halfway between368

two scans. Accordingly, a time of zero seconds means that the event happened just as369

SEVIRI was scanning the region. Larger times indicate larger possible errors in the de-370

termination of CTT at specific parts of the flash, because the storm dynamics are rele-371

vant in 5-10 minutes timescales.372

Figure 5c shows the mean VHF source altitude of the first 10 ms of the flash and373

the sources recorded during the sprite sequences (± 100 ms around sprites). The latter374

essentially provides an estimate of the positive charge layer altitude in the stratiform re-375

gion where negative leaders propagate with a strong VHF signal (Shao & Krehbiel, 1996;376

Rison et al., 1999; Thomas et al., 2001; Lang et al., 2004). It shows that the flashes orig-377

inated at various altitudes consistent with the findings by Lang et al. (2004) that strat-378

iform +CG flashes originate at same altitude as other flashes. It should be noted, that379

in some cases the initial breakdown might not be reconstructed in the LMA data, and380

this might be just the early part of the flash rather than the actual initiation. On the381

other hand, the mean altitude of VHF sources recorded during the sprite events was be-382

tween 6-8 km altitude for all of the first 14 events. From event #10, which was at 20:51383

UTC, the altitude decreased slowly and continuously until it reached 4-5 km for the fi-384

nal events of the storm. This could indicate that the main positive charge region is lo-385

cated at ∼7 km altitude (typical charge removal altitude as seen by e.g. Lu et al. (2013);386

Lang et al. (2010)) from around 18-21 UTC and gradually drops to 4-5 km for the final387

stage of the storm. This pattern is also seen in Lu et al. (2013) and could be related to388

the weakening of the strong convection that happens around 21 UTC if it is assumed that389

charge advection from the convective regions is the primary source of charging for the390

layer at 6-8 km and this therefore only gets replenished while convection is strong (Carey391

et al., 2005; Lang et al., 2010). In addition, the combination of weaker updrafts and the392

carrying of positive charges by the precipitation will cause a net descent of the positive393

charge layer.394

From the combination of the flash development parameters presented in Figure 5a-395

c, a common SP+CG flash propagation is observed. The fact that the leader processes396

initiated at varying altitudes and CTT values suggest that there was not a specific re-397

gion in the storm that was responsible for SP+CG flash initiation. However, according398

to ∆CTTOT (Figures 2 and 5b) the SP+CG flashes initiated close to the convective re-399

gions and travelled to the stratiform region more than 100 km from the origin predom-400

inantly in a direction pointed away from the convective regions and the storm direction.401

The VHF altitude during the sprite sequences, which occurred approximately halfway402

through the flash duration, was constant around 6-8 km for the most of the sprite pe-403

riod but descended to 4-5 km from the time when strong convection ceases. The flash404

behaviour is very similar to the one described by Soula et al. (2017) and similar flash prop-405

agation is also reported in Lu et al. (2013); Lang et al. (2010); van der Velde, Montanyà,406

et al. (2010).407
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5 Dancing sprite cases408

The following section presents three case studies of dancing sprites. The dancing409

sprite events are chosen because they represent typical events from the storm and include410

interesting flash behavior.411

5.1 Event 6 at 20:30:52 UTC412

This event is a dancing sprite with three sequences that occurred during the most413

sprite producing period of the storm. The parent flash was a complex flash that produced414

21 IC pulses and 18 CG strokes detected by MTRG within a duration of 2.15 seconds.415

Strokes and pulses that were detected twice by MTRG were only counted as one in the416

values given here. The characteristics of the SP+CG strokes, as well as the sprite de-417

lay (∆t sprite), are listed in Table 1. In Figure 6a we show the brightest video field for418

each sequence and Figure 6b shows the altitude of the VHF sources with time. The first419

sequence (sprite 6a) occurred between 20:30:52.569 and 20:30:52.589 UTC as seen from420

the timestamp in the bottom of the first video field. It followed two +CG strokes (63421

kA and 35 kA, respectively) both of which initiated continuing currents as seen from the422

CMW plotted in Figure 6b. Sprite 6a was produced with short delay after the second423

+CG stroke that gave rise to a current surge superposed on the continuing current from424

the first stroke that had not settled yet. The same mechanism is also observed in event425

26 reported by Lu et al. (2013). The sequence is visible in one to two fields, before an-426

other sequence (sprite 6b) appears. Sprite sequence 6b seems continuous from sequence427

6a, but at an azimuth further south. Sprite 6b is visible in nine consecutive fields (cor-428

responding to <180 ms) corresponding to the persistence of the continuing current ini-429

tiated by the second +CG stroke. The CMW (Figure 6b) and the electric field wave-430

form (the second panel of 6e) show that the first +63 kA stroke has only one peak re-431

lated to it while the +35 kA stroke that triggered sprites 6a and 6b looks like two strokes432

5 ms apart. No other discharge was located at this time by VLF/LF lightning detection433

systems (the next detection was an IC pulse after 12 ms), and while two strokes that are434

close together can be reported as one because the two signals mix, this is unlikely at a435

5 ms time difference. Based on the timing of the pulses, the lack of other detections and436

the ∼ 5 ms duration of the second pulse we speculate if it could be caused by sprite 6a,437

even though it was not very bright. Otherwise, the second pulse could be a stroke that438

was missed by MTRG and GLD360 and could be the triggering stroke for sprite sequence439

6b. The total CMC including the stroke and the continuing current with surges over 180440

ms was 3432 C km. The two +CG strokes discussed so far occurred close to the main441

cold CTT region (see Figure 6d) but following them the negative leader was accelerated442

and escaped into the stratiform at high speed (∼ 106 m s−1) as seen in the time-distance443

graph (Figure 6c) around 0.75 s. During the fast expansion and branching of the lead-444

ers in the stratiform region the density of VHF sources is low, but we see that they reached445

a distance of ∼100 km before an exceptionally bright sprite cluster appeared (sprite 6c)446

and was visible in one field (< 20 ms). This sprite resembles a wall and spanned 6◦35’447

in azimuth corresponding to around 65 km at 550 km distance from the camera.448

Sprite 6c occurred with a short delay after three strokes, see Figures 6b-e and Ta-449

ble 1. First, two +CG strokes of 42 kA (to the north) and 14 kA (to the south) were de-450

tected, separated in time by 1 ms but 54 km apart. 2.5 ms after these two strokes a +CG451

stroke of amplitude 78 kA was detected approximately in the middle between the two452

previous strokes. All strokes resembled the leader development scenario "negative leader453

cutoff" explained by van der Velde et al. (2014) because they occurred far inside the strati-454

form region close to a fast negative leader. The low number of VHF sources prior to the455

strokes can be explained by substantial branching of leaders. This would mean that the456

strokes were triggered from separate leaders, which is also indicated by the positioning457

of the strokes relative to each other. It is interesting to note that the two earlier +CG458

strokes (42 kA and 14 kA) spanned almost the whole extent of the 60 km wide sprite,459
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Table 1. SP+CG strokes for event #6 at 20:30:52 UTC. The first column indicates the sprite
sequences (a, b, or c).

Sprite Time ∗ Lon [deg] Lat [deg] Peak current [kA] CMC [C km] ∆t sprite [ms]

a / b 52.485 7.52 42.90 63 770 -
a / b 52.574 7.40 42.81 35 3432 0-15 / 15-35
c 52.887 6.81 42.67 42 4295∗∗ -
c 52.888 6.39 42.30 14 4295∗∗ -
c 52.890 6.57 42.51 78 4295∗∗ 0-19

∗seconds after 20:30.
∗∗cumulative CMC for three last strokes.

thus, the sequence of three +CG strokes could explain the exceptional brightness and460

the width of sprite sequence 6c. The unusual SP+CG stroke series preceding this sprite461

sequence will be discussed in more detail in section 6.462

The electric field waveform for sequence 6c is shown in Figure 6e and reveals three463

peaks. The first two peaks are 2.5 ms apart, like the time difference between the first464

two strokes and the last one. Also, the second peak has a higher amplitude, just like the465

stroke currents. Following them, with a few ms delay, is a pulse of ∼ 5 ms duration prob-466

ably caused by the bright sprite. In the CMW shown in 6b all three peaks are merged467

because of the time resolution of the equipment but the amplitude is 606 kA km, which468

is four times higher than for the two previous +CG strokes (both of ∼ 150 kA km), and469

the total CMC was 4295 C km. After the sprites, the density of VHF sources increased470

and most of them are seen as negative leaders that propagated in the stratiform region471

at an altitude of ∼ 7-9 km.472

5.2 Event 9 at 20:38:38 UTC473

This dancing sprite includes 4 sequences produced through distinct strokes. The474

event clearly followed the flash path as seen from VHF sources and the four sequences475

were short, at about constant time interval (around 200 ms) and coincided with the SP+CG476

strokes (see Figure 7). The flash originates at an altitude of 2-3 km northwest of the cold-477

est CTT region. Although the VHF sources in Figure 7b,d only show a few sources at478

the location of flash initiation, we have verified that this is most likely the flash origin479

in the raw SAETTA data. The first sprite sequence is visible in three video fields and480

occurred with a 44-64 ms delay after a 63 kA +CG stroke. This stroke was the first dis-481

charge that was recorded by MTRG during the flash and based on the distance of 9 km482

from the flash origin (see Figure 7c), it could have been the positive leader from the ini-483

tial breakdown that approached the ground. The stroke initiated a continuing current484

with two surges as seen in Figure 7b. The first is consistent with a current waveform due485

to M-components, furthermore the timing matches an IC discharge after ∼ 60 ms and486

the second is consistent with a +CG stroke (of peak current 27 kA) after ∼ 180 ms. The487

timing of the first current pulse matches the time that the sprite appears in the video,488

thus the current surge from M-components or from the recorded IC pulse could be the489

trigger for sprite sequence 9a. In addition to creating a continuing current and stress above490

the cloud, the first +CG stroke also initiated new breakdown and negative leaders prop-491

agated from the area discharged by the +CG stroke. After the +CG stroke the flash de-492

veloped two major extensions as evident from Figure 7d. One was very well detected with493

many sources and ascended from 4 km to 10 km while propagating in a circular path to-494

wards the convective core, where it stopped. The other part of the flash propagated to-495
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wards the southwest and into the stratiform region, where it developed several branches496

and triggered three more sprite sequences.497

Table 2. SP+CG strokes for event #9 at 20:38:38 UTC. The first column indicates the sprite
sequences (a, b, c, or d).

Sprite Time ∗ Lon [deg] Lat [deg] Peak current [kA] CMC [C km] ∆t sprite [ms]

a 37.996 7.41 42.91 63 5590∗∗ 44-64
b 38.257 7.07 42.68 62 1029 3-23
c 38.523 6.34 42.46 65 906 0-18
d 38.703 6.98 42.32 102 1659 0-17

∗seconds after 20:38
∗∗cumulative CMC until SP+CG b.

Sprite sequence 9b appeared at a LOS a little more south of sequence 9a follow-498

ing the propagation of the VHF sources (Figure 7d). It is only visible in one field (<20499

ms) and was a short delayed sprite caused by a CG stroke of similar peak current (62500

kA measured by MTRG) but higher current moment than the previous. The last two501

sequences of this event were also short delayed and occurred further south in the direc-502

tion of flash propagation. Sequence 9c is visible in three fields (<60 ms) and sequence503

9d is visible in two fields (<40 ms). Table 2 and Figure 7 show that the latter was the504

brightest appearing sequence of this event and was caused by the strongest SP+CG stroke505

(102 kA). After the sprite sequences the leader travelled in a southeast direction in sev-506

eral branches with sources distributed in a layer of about 2 km width.507

5.3 Event 17 at 21:48:09 UTC508

Event 17 is a dancing sprite with three sprite sequences that occurred during the509

dissipating stage of the MCS. Figure 8a shows the brightest video field for each sequence.510

The flash lasted for 4.8 seconds, had a horizontal extent of 218 km, and MTRG reported511

33 IC pulses and 19 CG strokes during the flash. Figure 8d shows that the flash orig-512

inated close to the edge of the cloud near a convective region with CTT between -65◦C513

and -70◦C. As shown in Figure 3a at the time of this event, there was a decrease of the514

minimum CTT and a small increase of A(-66◦) from 21:25 UTC for about one hour, which515

indicates a slight and local reactivation of the convective activity. At the time of the first516

sprite, the flash had already endured for over 3 seconds, but as seen from Figure 8c,d517

the leaders stayed close to the flash origin until around 400 ms before the sprite. At this518

time, the leaders ascended to 9-10 km altitude and just before the first SP+CG stroke519

a fast negative leader descended from ∼10 km to ∼6 km altitude and accelerated into520

the stratiform region. The first SP+CG stroke could be related to this sudden acceler-521

ation as explained by the ’Slow-fast bidirectional development’ (van der Velde et al., 2014).522

Sprite 17a was a long delayed (25-45 ms) and long duration (7 video fields correspond-523

ing to <140 ms) sprite that appeared after a +27 kA +CG stroke (see Table 3 for all524

SP+CG strokes for this event). The duration of the sprite luminosity matches the con-525

tinuing current from the stroke as seen from the CMW in Figure 8f. The stroke did not526

exceed the detection threshold at the location of the vertical whip antenna, which is why527

there is no electric field waveform plotted. The continuing current did not settle until528

the next SP+CG stroke occurred and the sprite luminosity is continuous between sprite529

sequences 17a and 17b. During the continuing current the VHF sources travelled at ∼530

3×105 m s−1 approx. 140 km away from flash origin until a 142 kA +CG stroke com-531

ing from the fast negative leader, probably by the mechanism of negative leader cutoff532

(van der Velde et al., 2014), caused sprite 17b. This was a short delayed, very bright sprite533
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and is only visible in one field. The electric field data in Figure 8e show a pulse synchro-534

nized with this SP+CG stroke and a second pulse 2 ms later. Since there were no CG535

strokes detected at this time and the sprite was very bright, the second pulse is likely536

to be caused by the sprite. As seen from the CMW in Figure 8a the current moment was537

almost 900 kA km and the total CMC was calculated to 3320 C km (this is a little un-538

derestimated because the integration starts from the continuing current of the previous539

sprite sequence).540

Table 3. SP+CG strokes for event 17 at 21:48:11 UTC. The first column indicates the sprite
sequences (a, b, or c).

Sprite Time ∗ Lon [deg] Lat [deg] Peak current [kA] CMC [C km] ∆t sprite [ms]

a 11.216 8.34 42.09 27 4000∗∗ 25-45
b 11.389 7.61 42.65 142 3320 0-12
c 11.470 7.31 42.79 51 1421∗∗∗ -
c 11.471 7.46 43.06 44 1421∗∗∗ -
c 11.471 7.38 42.91 62 1421∗∗∗ 0-10

∗seconds after 21:48
∗∗ integration stopped at SP+CG 17b.
∗∗∗ cumulative CMC for three last strokes.

Sprite 17c was a short delayed sprite and is visible in two video fields. It was pre-541

ceded by three +CG strokes presented in Table 3. The CMW shows three strokes in a542

rapid sequence and the total CMC was 1421 C km. The production mechanism resem-543

bled that of sprite 6c, however, in this case the LOS to the sprite was displaced from the544

+CG strokes in a direction corresponding to the VHF source propagation. The ELF elec-545

tric field waveform from sprite 17c shows two pulses separated by 1.2 ms. This corre-546

sponds to the time difference between the first and the two subsequent strokes.547

6 Discussion and conclusions548

6.1 Meteorological conditions549

The sprite events captured during the night of 21st September are distributed over550

a little more than 4 hours between 18:39 and 23:05 UTC with a large proportion within551

a period of about 1 hour 40 min between 20:19 and 21:58 UTC. The proportion of danc-552

ing sprites is exceptionally high when comparing with published studies about this spe-553

cific type of sprite event, especially with the statistical analysis over 489 sprite events554

by Bór (2013) where only 9 % were classified as dancing. Another case of a storm within555

the same area provided also several cases of dancing sprites, of which two were analyzed556

in detail by Soula et al. (2017). Revisiting the data of this case with more than 120 sprite557

events observed by a low light camera located at Pic du Midi (42.93◦N; 0.14◦E; 2877 m),558

the authors checked that more than 50 % of events could be considered as dancing sprites.559

Of course, the number of sprite events is considerably larger in Soula et al. (2017), es-560

pecially because the storm activity lasted later during the night since the last event was561

detected at 05:32 UTC on 30th October 2013, while the first was detected at 17:49 UTC562

on 29th October 2013. Next to that, both storms (Storm 1 for Soula et al. (2017) and563

Storm 2 for the present storm) exhibit some similarities and differences: (i) Both have564

a very long lifetime of 18 hours (10:00 - 04:00) and 20 hours (04:00 - 24:00), for Storm565

1 and Storm 2, respectively. Storm 1 activity started close to the coastline of Catalonia566

in Spain and Storm 2 started over northeastern Spain, then both moved to the east above567

the Mediterranean Sea during the day and a part of the night. (ii) For CG lightning ac-568
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tivity, both storms exhibit similar maximum CG flash rates around 30-35 fl min−1 just569

before the first sprite events were observed. (iii) In both storms, several convective cores570

are visible from the radar observation, which correspond to different cells producing sev-571

eral successive maxima of the CG flash rate. (iv) Both could be classified as an MCS at572

very close to the maximum size when the first sprite events were observed for Storm 1573

or just before for Storm 2, with an area of 140,000 km2 with a cloud top temperature574

colder than -40◦C and a minimum CTT of -73◦C. Furthermore, both storms exhibited575

a large area with cold cloud tops (colder than the tropopause, i.e. overshoots), around576

6,000 km2 with CTT below -65◦C for Storm 1 and 2,900 km2 with CTT below -66◦C577

for Storm 2. This characteristic could favor the production of flashes with a long prop-578

agation distance that should be at the origin of dancing sprites. By looking at other cases579

of sprite-producing storms in the literature for which the cloud top temperature is an-580

alyzed (Soula et al., 2009, 2015) such large overshoots are not observed, even when the581

storm produced a very large amount of sprites (São Sabbas et al., 2010). To analyze the582

meteorological conditions, the Convective Available Potential Energy (CAPE) values are583

calculated for both days at 00:00 UTC. They are much larger for the present storm with584

about 3500 J kg−1 within a large area over Mediterranean Sea while it is only between585

1500 J kg−1 and 2500 J kg−1 within the same area for Storm 1. The large values of CAPE586

lead to strong convection and large vertical development of the clouds. Assuming the587

parcel theory, the vertical velocity within the convective clouds is linked to the CAPE588

(Jacobson, 2005):589

W = (2 × CAPE)1/2 (1)590

In the present case, the tropopause temperature was -63◦C in the region of the storm591

when sprites were produced according to the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis which shows high592

and large overshoots for this storm. Indeed, the minimum CTT was -73◦C which was593

about 10◦C colder than the tropopause. It corresponds to a height of 1 km above the594

tropopause, according to the adiabatic transformation temperature cooling rate (-9.8◦595

km−1), which can be considered at this altitude (Jacobson, 2005). Such persistent and596

large overshoots indicate a strong convection and the production of a large amount of597

charges. Ice crystals carry charge towards the upper part of the thundercloud. This charge598

(positive in a normal dipole/tripole charge structure) pushed out of the convective core599

by the strong permanent updrafts and advected towards the stratiform region, can con-600

tribute to the extended reservoir of charge for the SP+CG flashes (Lang et al., 2004;601

Carey et al., 2005; Lu et al., 2009; van der Velde et al., 2014). The wind shear is also602

analyzed for the day of the storm. Indeed, the vertical shear of the wind with strong winds603

at upper levels can help to explain the advection of the upper cloud charge in the strat-604

iform region and an increase of the positive CG flash rate (Carey et al., 2005). This ad-605

vection of the upper charges could also support the unbalanced main charge poles to ex-606

plain the conditions favorable to trigger gigantic jets (van der Velde, Bór, et al., 2010).607

Furthermore, the storm analyzed in van der Velde, Bór, et al. (2010) was exactly at the608

same location as the present storm when the sprites were produced. The authors reported609

a wind shear of 35 m s−1 between 0 and 6 km. In the present case, we observe a rather610

large shear in wind velocity, and less in wind direction. The wind was northward/northeastward611

and strong at the upper levels (up to 30 m s−1 at 300 hPa level which was also the al-612

titude of the maximum (eastward) wind velocity in van der Velde, Bór, et al. (2010)).613

At lower level we obtain weaker winds (around 10 m s−1 at 900 hPa level, according to614

the location). Thus, we can consider a maximum wind shear of about 20 m s−1 between615

the levels 900 hPa (∼ 1 km) and 300 hPa (∼ 9.2 km). This value is typical of the en-616

vironmental conditions for the MCS developments, i.e. 15 m s−1 for the layer 0-6 km in617

Carey et al. (2005).618

Other cases of storms producing sprites within the same area and already analyzed619

by some of the authors are also compared. It is the case of the storm during the HyMeX620

campaign on 22 October 2012 (Soula et al., 2015) which produced 11 sprite events but621

no dancing. In this case, the storm had a short lifetime (3-4 hours), a low maximum of622

CG flash rate (about 4 flashes min−1), a minimum CTT of -62◦C, and the CAPE was623
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about 1 kJ kg−1 within the region of the storm. Another storm produced very large sprites624

on the night of 01-02 September 2009 over the Mediterranean Sea (Soula et al., 2014).625

The number of sprites was low in this case, with only 9 events for one hour, but some626

were exceptionally bright and large. Three of these events could be considered as danc-627

ing, with at least two sequences associated with different positive strokes. The CG flash628

rate was very high for a short duration before the sprite production with about 45 CG629

flashes min−1 and the minimum CTT at that moment was -71◦C. The size of the storm630

was also much smaller with only 70,000 km2 and CTT < -35◦C when the sprite events631

were produced. This storm seems to have had a feature of strong and rapid development632

followed by a fast collapse before the sprites. It developed over the Pyrénées range dur-633

ing the afternoon and then moved eastward during the evening by producing a moder-634

ate CG flash rate compared to that reached before the sprite events. The CAPE values635

were around 2 kJ kg−1 within the area of this storm. It shows the number and the type636

of sprite events are associated with the convective conditions in which the storm devel-637

ops.638

6.2 Analysis of the dancing sprite sequences639

In our observations of several cases of dancing sprites we obtain different chronolo-640

gies of sprite sequences and lightning flash processes. We classified 19 sprite events (out641

of 21) as dancing, which means we identify at least two sequences within them. It is a642

large sample to analyze different scenarios of this kind of event. First, we can address643

what is a sequence in a sprite cluster that looks like a dancing (or jumping) sprite, from644

observations with only one video camera. As indicated by Lu et al. (2013), dancing/jumping645

events associated with a single lightning flash could be produced either by distinct strokes646

of the flash, by a single stroke through a series of current surges superposed on an in-647

tense continuing current, or by both. We can therefore observe three kinds of subsequent648

sprite sequences that form dancing sprites: (1) those that occur with a discontinuity of649

luminosity from the previous one, with a time interval long enough to be seen like that650

by the 20 millisecond-resolution video camera (interval between two fields), with an ap-651

parent shift in space and associated with a new SP+CG stroke; (2) those that occur in652

a continuous light emission with elements that are spatially shifted from field to field;653

(3) those that occur with a discontinuity of luminosity but without displacement (or small654

displacement). Of course, both discontinuity and apparent displacement of the sprite el-655

ements depend on the camera time resolution and location relative to the sprite event,656

respectively.657

According to the present number of dancing events (19), we have therefore at least658

19 subsequent sequences. By looking at the video imagery of all these events and the stroke659

detection system data, we count 30 subsequent sequences, as indicated in Figure 5b. A660

large majority of these sequences correspond to type 1, probably at least 21 out of 30,661

with a small uncertainty according to the video imagery perception. Some examples from662

the case studies in section 5 corresponding to this type are sequences 9b, 9c, 9d or 17b.663

Four other sequences (5b, 14b, 18b and 20b) are largely displaced from the previous se-664

quence (5a, 14a, 18a and 20a) and could be classified as type 1 by considering the SP+CG665

strokes were missed by the lightning locating systems. Some sequences correspond to type666

2, insofar as they follow the previous sequence without any apparent break of luminos-667

ity but a large displacement over several fields as in sequences 6b (in section 5.1 and Fig-668

ure 6), 7b and 7c. According to the analysis in section 5.1 this type of sequence of sprite669

elements should be produced during the continuing current following the previous stroke670

that produced a sequence of the sprite event. Indeed, the conditions of electric field at671

the triggering altitude for sprites (generally around 70 km) can be maintained by the charge672

flow during the continuing current and associated surges of current (M-components) as673

already noted by Lu et al. (2013) and Soula et al. (2017). The present sequence 6b il-674

lustrates very well the long duration of this type of sequence (9 fields from the video im-675
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agery, i.e. < 180 ms) and its shift from the initial SP+CG stroke that progresses above676

the stepped leader within the cloud, as indicated by Lu et al. (2013).677

We have two more sequences, 6c and 17c, that are not associated with one SP+CG678

stroke but with three SP+CG strokes occurring within a very short time interval, 3 and679

2 ms, respectively. In both cases, they are the last sequence of the event. Sequence 6c680

(presented in Figure 6) is an exceptionally bright and wide sprite sequence with a shape681

that resembles a curtain or a wall. Three +CG strokes were detected within 3 ms and682

about 5 ms prior to the sprite ELF signature shown in Figure 6e and as mentioned in683

section 5.1. The distance between the northern and southern strokes spanned over 54684

km while the whole extent of the sprite in the FOV of the camera is around 65 km. We685

propose two mechanisms that could explain the relationship between the three +CG strokes686

and the sprite. (i) Potentially the sprite is a new type of sprite sequence within the danc-687

ing sprite category, namely one where the individual sprite sequences are triggered by688

strokes that are separated by only 3 ms (or less) and therefore are not resolvable in the689

video field due to its temporal resolution. The atypical morphological characteristics of690

the sprite sequence supports this explanation, since it would mean that it consists of three691

sprite sequences partly overlaid in the image and thus, the dancing appearance is not692

seen, even if the sprite sequences are triggered one after the other. (ii) On the other hand,693

the mechanism could be that the three +CG strokes discharge a very large region of the694

stratiform region prior to the sprite sequence. The multiple +CG strokes, within the re-695

laxation time at sprite altitude, would enhance the transient electric field in three over-696

lapping regions and thereby increase the volume of the upper atmospheric region where697

conditions necessary to initiate and propagate streamers exist allowing the horizontally698

extensive sprite sequence. By examining in detail the image of the sprite sequence (Fig-699

ure 6a, zoom of sprite 6c) it is possible to distinguish three structures (defined in Fig-700

ure 6a with white dashed frames), each with column elements on the edges and a bright701

structure in the center. The observation of large and luminous sprites shows typically702

this distribution of elements as for example in Soula et al. (2014), Fig. 5, or in Bór (2013),703

Fig. 8. Qin et al. (2013) shows theoretically that columniform sprites may also appear704

in the periphery of a sprite halo produced by +CG strokes associated with large CMC,705

while carrot sprite elements are produced centered below the halo. Actually, the colum-706

niform elements are produced in lower transient electric field. The sprite sequence 6c could707

support the first mechanism proposed.708

Sprite sequence 17c is also preceded by three +CG strokes produced within 2 ms709

and with a delay < 10 ms (Table 3). The three strokes spanned over a distance of 32 km710

between the southern and the northern extent. As seen in Figure 8a sprite sequence 17c711

is not particularly bright, although it has a curious shape and two point-like elements712

are visible to the right of the main sprite elements. The main sprite element is shifted713

to the north relative to the strokes (Figure 8d). The point-like elements seem to be re-714

brightening of parts of the previous bright sprite sequence (Sequence 17b) and are well715

aligned with the line of sight of two out of the three strokes. For this case, the sprite el-716

ements are more faint and narrow, compared to those of Sequence 6c. A large difference717

is also observed for the cumulative CMC relative to the three strokes, 4295 C km for Se-718

quence 6c and only 1421 C km for Sequence 17c. According to the shift of the main el-719

ement, this case does not seem to correspond to mechanism (i) but rather to mechanism720

(ii) where the combination of the three strokes allows the sprite triggering in a given re-721

gion of the mesosphere. Camera observations in higher temporal resolution or from mul-722

tiple locations are necessary to confirm any of the two mechanisms.723

6.3 Storm structure and SP+CG flash propagation724

Figure 9a,b,e,f,i,j shows the reconstructed radar reflectivity at 2-3 km altitude and725

Figure 9c,d,g,h,k,l shows the horizontal and vertical extent of the VHF source density726

for three of the events in this storm (event #4 at 20:19:04 UTC in the top panel, event727
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#9 at 20:38:38 UTC in the middle and event #16 at 21:39:13 UTC in the lower panel).728

Overlaid in Figure 9 are the reconstructed VHF sources belonging to the respective SP+CG729

flashes. From the radar data in Figure 9a,b we see that at 20:20 UTC the storm exhib-730

ited a bow-echo structure in the convective line and at this time the overall storm struc-731

ture can be classified as an asymmetrical bow-echo MCS, resembling the example of an732

asymmetric structure shown in Figure 9f in Houze et al. (1990) and the storm that was733

studied in detail in Lang and Rutledge (2008). The asymmetry is identified from the strongest734

convection being located in the southern portion of the MCS and the stratiform region735

being more developed to the north of this convection. When comparing with Figure 2736

in the present study, it is seen that the CTT was colder right behind the bow-echo and737

in an elongated region to the north of it, which matches the regions of high radar reflec-738

tivity.739

The convective charge structure is suggested by the VHF source density plots in740

Figure 9d,h,l for the time around the three sprite events (and around all sprite events741

in Figure S1 in the supplemental material). It appears to be complex and evolving rather742

rapidly in different charge configurations that do not allow to easily propose a specific743

3D distribution. However, the strong maximum of VHF source density around 5 km al-744

titude in the bow-echo (as seen from Figure 9d and 9h) allows us to infer that this re-745

gion is favorable to the propagation of negative leaders, since they strongly radiate in746

VHF, and therefore corresponds with a positive charge layer. Furthermore, at the same747

time that the bow echo appears (around 19:30 UTC) the -CG flash rate decreases con-748

siderably as indicated in Figure 3a. This suggests that the charge structure in the bow-749

echo was an inverted dipole, which was also the case in Lang and Rutledge (2008). Sprites750

associated with an inverted charge structure were also observed by Lang et al. (2016)751

in a storm that also developed in strong CAPE conditions (> 2.6 kJ kg−1) and large wind752

shear (15 m s−1 between 0-6 km). Although the majority of the electrical activity, prob-753

ably associated with IC flashes, was in the bow-echo as seen from the VHF source den-754

sity (Figure 9c), the majority of SP+CG flashes did not start in this part but close to755

small convective regions north of the bow-echo as the example in Figure 9b, where the756

star represents the flash origin. We attribute this to the stratiform region that is devel-757

oped at the rear of this part of the convective leading line and allows the negative lead-758

ers to propagate within and towards positive charge layers. Furthermore, negative strokes759

are also detected in the stratiform region (Figures 6, 7, 8) which means negative charge760

layers are also present within this region. The stratiform charge regions can have two761

origins, either created by charging processes associated with mesoscale updrafts as ex-762

plained by Dye and Bansemer (2019) or carried from the convective line by advection763

(Carey et al., 2005) or a combination. Advection of negative charge could occur when764

the charge structure in the convective line is inverted as proposed by Lang and Rutledge765

(2008). From the radar data (Figure 9) we also see some variations in the radar reflec-766

tivity ≥ 35 dBZ inside the stratiform region that have more structures than the typi-767

cal secondary maximum of radar reflectivity as described in e.g. Braun and Houze (1994).768

These structures can support mesoscale updrafts as proposed by Dye and Bansemer (2019)769

who combined both in-situ electric field and microphysics measurements, by penetrat-770

ing within the stratiform structures. They explain the presence of double polarity charge771

layers by non-inductive charging processes, that occur during non-riming collisions be-772

tween ice particles in the absence of supercooled liquid water. Their observations showed773

large electric fields over large extents, highly stratified radar reflectivity lower than 30774

dBZ and large non-riming aggregates. These combinations are indicators of mesoscale775

updrafts. In the present case, the reflectivity values observed (>35 dBZ) over large struc-776

tures within the stratiform region could be explained with mesoscale updrafts. The prop-777

agation of the reconstructed VHF sources from the SP+CG flashes were often well aligned778

with these regions of higher radar reflectivity in the direction pointing away from the con-779

vective line (e.g. event #16 in Figure 9j). Some sprite-producing flashes were observed780

to trigger within this region at low altitude (event #9 in Figures 7 and 9f), to propa-781

gate up to about 8 km altitude and to produce CG strokes of both polarities. From here,782
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the leaders propagated in the direction towards the convective line, as they followed the783

same conduit observed in prior studies (e.g. Carey et al., 2005) but in the reverse sense.784

In addition, many SP+CG strokes occurred in these regions (see Figure 9a,e), implying785

that they were regions of charge concentration.786

Thus, from the reconstructed VHF sources a rather common propagation of SP+CG787

flashes is observed. Most of them initiate in or close to the convective region and then788

escape far into the stratiform region with several ground connections of both polarities.789

This kind of flash propagation is also seen in e.g. Lang et al. (2004), van der Velde, Mon-790

tanyà, et al. (2010), Soula et al. (2017). However, compared to similar studies, the SP+CG791

lightning flashes from this storm were longer both in terms of duration and horizontal792

extent. The average horizontal extent was 156 km with a standard deviation of 31 km793

and the average duration was 2.9 seconds with 1.3 second standard deviation. These val-794

ues are 3-4 times higher than what is reported in van der Velde, Montanyà, et al. (2010)795

for sprite producing flashes in a small MCS in northeastern Spain and also higher than796

the +CG lightning flashes in Lang et al. (2004) which focuses on the stratiform +CG797

lightning from the storm in Lang and Rutledge (2008). Montanya et al. (2014) reported798

on 1047 flashes recorded by the Ebro delta LMA in Spain and said that the median flash799

length was 20 km and the median duration was 0.4 s. In comparison, the SP+CG flashes800

from this study could all be considered as extremely long. The long propagation of the801

flashes and many distributed +CG strokes might be necessary for the production of danc-802

ing sprites.803

The long extent and duration of the flashes examined in this study match the cri-804

teria for the so-called ’negative leader cutoff’ scenario described in e.g. Krehbiel (1981),805

Nag and Rakov (2012) and van der Velde et al. (2014). This is a +CG stroke (and sprite)806

production mechanism where a negative leader travels from the flash origin in the con-807

vective region far (tens of km) into the upper positive layer of the stratiform region. Here808

the leader is cut off because it is not able to sustain sufficient current. After the cut off809

new positive leaders start from the rear of the progressing negative leader producing a810

+CG stroke away from the flash origin, under the stratiform region. This scenario is sug-811

gested in VHF data by the positioning of a +CG stroke under a long-lasting negative812

channel in the stratiform region and by the absence of VHF sources/traces linking the813

+CG stroke to the flash origin. In the case studies presented in section 5, we see exam-814

ples that resemble this mechanism: sprite 6c, 9b,c,d and 17b,c. However, we also see ex-815

amples (e.g. sprite 6a,b sprite 9a and sprite 17a) where negative leaders abruptly accel-816

erated into the stratiform region and the point from which they accelerated was accom-817

panied by a +CG stroke. This resembles the mechanism ’Slow-fast bidirectional devel-818

opment’ from van der Velde et al. (2014). A combination of these two mechanisms is com-819

mon in the observed flashes primarily in such a way that negative leaders were acceler-820

ated from the convective regions to the stratiform region in a process that was accom-821

panied with a +CG stroke and afterward the negative leaders were cut off as they prop-822

agated in the stratiform region resulting in new +CG strokes.823

6.4 Why did this storm produce so many dancing sprites?824

The present observations support the hypothesis proposed by van der Velde et al.825

(2014) that dancing sprites occur in storms where the stratiform precipitation regions826

are large enough to accommodate sequences of large scale negative leader developments.827

When the stratiform region is large enough and has high enough charge density the cut-828

off section of the branch can produce a CMC high enough to trigger a sprite. Since it829

takes time to develop a large stratiform region, dancing sprites should primarily occur830

in long duration storms. Negative leader development is determined by positive charge831

in front of it. Thus, there must be a large positive potential in the stratiform region that832

drives the leaders. Lu et al. (2013) and Bór et al. (2018) suggest that localized positive833

charge concentrations in the stratiform are responsible for the current surges that trig-834
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ger sprites, since the negative leaders will experience intense branching and acceleration835

in their vicinity. In this storm, such regions are implied by the structure of higher radar836

reflectivity in the stratiform region seen in Figure 9 and by the long propagation of the837

flashes across the stratiform region and the multiple ground strokes of both polarities.838

Thus, the large proportion of dancing sprites in this storm could be related to the long839

lifetime in combination with strong convective conditions. These could be a favorable840

criterion for a complex charge structure in the stratiform region with large positive po-841

tential and pockets of both positive and negative charge driving the leaders and allow-842

ing +CG strokes to discharge substantial amounts of charge.843

6.5 Conclusion844

This study considered a long duration MCS (∼ 20 hours) on 21st September 2019845

that produced 21 sprites captured on video of which 19 were of dancing type. The SP+CG846

flashes and strokes responsible for the sprite initiation, and the whole lightning activ-847

ity of the storm were analyzed using Radio-Frequency radiations from a VHF LMA, LF848

and VLF detections from two operational LLS, and CMWs from ELF receiver measure-849

ments. CTT and radar data as well as meteorological reanalysis data allowed a compre-850

hensive analysis of the cloud conditions that generated the high amount of dancing sprites.851

We find that the SP+CG flashes were of exceptionally long horizontal extent and852

duration (average of 156 km and 2.9 seconds, respectively), that is, 3-4 times longer than853

previously reported values from LMA-based studies.The flashes that triggered the danc-854

ing sprites followed a similar propagation pattern where most flashes initiated in the con-855

vective region of an asymmetric MCS with a bow echo phase and propagated into the856

stratiform region. Here, the flashes followed paths of higher radar reflectivity (≥ 35 dBZ)857

and produced several +CG strokes that triggered sprites, after a mechanism that resem-858

bles "cutoff of negative leader". The flash initiation regions as well as the altitude of prop-859

agation of leaders during sprite production change with the storm evolution, indicating860

variations in convective cell activity with time and a lowering of the positive charge re-861

gion as the storm dissipates, respectively. Most sprite sequences (87.5%) were produced862

by distinct +CG strokes separated in time by tens to hundreds of milliseconds (80 % were863

between 40 and 300 ms). However, in the case studies we find two sprite sequences, each864

triggered with a short delay after three strokes separated by a very short time (1-3 ms)865

and a large distance (spanning 32-54 km). We argue that this could be a new type of866

dancing sprite in which the individual sequences are not resolvable at video frame rates867

of 25 frames/second leading to exceptionally wide and bright sprites that do not match868

any of the currently reported categories of sprite morphology.869

We investigated the meteorological conditions that lead to a high proportion of danc-870

ing sprites and conclude that this was associated to the convective conditions in which871

the storm developed with extreme CAPE values of 3,500 J kg−1 and wind shear of 20872

m s−1, resulting in a large region with cold CTT (2,900 km2 with CTT < -66◦C) and873

a high maximum CG flash rate (30-35 fl min−1). We hypothesize that the long lifetime874

of the storm, the complex and rapidly evolving convective charge structure that resem-875

bled an inverted dipole during the phase of a bow echo, and the development of the ex-876

tensive stratiform region with a large amount of charge of both polarities, could be re-877

lated to these conditions. This enabled the SP+CG flashes to propagate over large dis-878

tances from convective to stratiform regions and reverse, producing multiple +CG strokes.879

The +CG strokes discharged substantial amounts of charge in a sequential manner that880

is reflected above the storm by triggering a sequence of sprites that appears to be danc-881

ing.882
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1119

Figure 1. CG lightning flashes detected by GLD360 on September 21, 2019, from 04:00-24:00
UTC in the west Mediterranean are plotted with colored crosses (-CG) and triangles (+CG).
The color indicates time (from earliest=light to latest=dark). The SP+CG strokes identified in
MTRG data are plotted with black triangles. The SAETTA domain of interest (grey circle), the
camera location and the horizontal FOV of the camera (black lines) are also shown. The zoomed
inset shows the CG activity recorded during the period of the sprites studied here (17:10-23:40
UTC) and within their domain of occurrence.
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c)a)

d)

b)
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Figure 2. Five (a-e) snapshots of CTT during the last (and sprite producing) period of the
storm lifetime. The SP+CG strokes reported by MTRG from one hour around the time of the
respective SEVIRI scan are plotted as black triangles. White stars show the location of flash
initiation retrieved from the SAETTA LMA records for each SP+CG flash.
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a)

b)

Figure 3. a) Time evolution of storm characteristics during the sprite producing part of the
storm. Blue bars: Fractional storm area A(-40◦). Pink bars: Fractional area of strongest convec-
tion A(-66◦) multiplied by 10 for scale. Black dashed line: Minimum CTT. Red circles: Sprite
events within 15 minutes time slot (size represents the relative number of events). Solid lines
show GLD360 CG flash rate (smoothed with 5 minutes moving average). b) Time series of the
strongest peak current of each CG lightning flash as reported by GLD360. The triangles corre-
spond to the SP+CG strokes detected by MTRG. Panel b also shows the storm size in terms of
fractional area A(-40◦) and the minimum CTT.
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a) b) c)

Figure 4. a) Distribution of the 21 sprite events versus the number of sequences for all 21
events. b) Time between successive SP+CG strokes in the same dancing sprite. c) Distance be-
tween successive SP+CG strokes in the same dancing sprite. In panel b) and c) the total number
of data points is 24, which is the number of times two successive SP+CG strokes within one
event were both identified.
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Figure 5. a) Flash duration and extent for all 21 parent flashes. Events #3 and #21 are
shown in grey, since they were single sprites. The bars show flash duration, time from the first
VHF source until the first SP+CG and when identified, also last SP+CG in the event. The black
dots show the flash horizontal extent. b) Blue dots show the difference in CTT between flash
origin and flash termination (∆CTTOT) calculated from LMA data. Orange dots display the dif-
ference in CTT between the minimum CTT at the time of the flash and the CTT at flash origin
(∆CTTMO). The bars show the time difference between CTT scan and the flash initiation time
(∆tSF). The annotated number corresponds to the number of sprite sequences in the event. c)
Mean altitude of VHF sources for flash origin and during sprite sequences (this is an average of
sources measured from 100 ms before the first sprite sequence until 100 ms after the last sprite
sequence. These sources are shown in orange for the three case studies in Figure 6b, 7b and 8b).
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Sprite 6a Sprite 6b Sprite 6ca)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Zoom of sprite 6c 

Figure 6. a) Brightest video field for each sequence in event #6 at 20:30:52 UTC, including a
zoom of sprite 6c with boxes indicating three distinguishable structures. The lines (one color for
each sprite) indicate the location of the LOS from the camera to the sprite reported in panel d).
b) Altitude of VHF sources with time. All MTRG detections are shown as pluses and minuses
(for positive and negative polarity, respectively) with IC at arbitrary altitude and CG strokes at
ground level. The peak current is only annotated for the SP+CG strokes which are also listed in
Table 1. Overlaid is the CMW during the sprite production (black curve). c) Time-distance plot
of the parent flash with colors representing altitude. Pluses and minuses are positive and negative
polarity MTRG detections. The dashed lines are reference lines for leader speeds. Going from
steepest to flattest they are 106 m s−1, 105 m s−1 (typical speed of negative leaders) and 2 × 104

m s−1 (typical speed for positive leaders as observed in VHF). d) Longitude-latitude map. CTT
at 20:26 UTC from SEVIRI is shown in colors. The LOS direction of the sprites are shown in
lines with one color for each sprite sequence as explained in the legend. VHF sources from the
parent flash are superimposed. Blue open circles are from before the sprites, triangles are during
the sprites, grey full circles are after the sprites. e) Vertical electric field (ELF band) during the
event reconstructed from the data recorded by a broadband vertical dipole whip antenna installed
in the center of France. Each legend shows the trigger time (i.e. including the signal propagation
time of ∼2 ms for 700 km distance from storm to antenna) corresponding to t=0 (red dashed
line).
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e)

a) Sprite 9a Sprite 9b Sprite 9c Sprite 9d
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1174

Figure 7. Same as Figure 6 but for event #9 at 20:38:38 UTC. The CTT in panel d) is mea-
sured at 20:41 UTC.
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Sprite 17b Sprite 17cSprite 17a

d)

c)
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1177

Figure 8. Same as Figure 6 but for event #17 at 21:48:11 UTC, with in f) a zoom of the
CMW waveform. The temporal extent of the zoom is shown in panel b with blue vertical lines.
The CTT in panel d) is measured at 21:41 UTC.
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Figure 9. For the events #4, #9 and #16 the figures show: a),e),i) Radar reflectivity between
2 and 3 km altitude, with MTRG SP+CG strokes from the respective event. b),f),j) Same as
a),e),i) but with an overlay of the reconstructed VHF sources with the white star showing the
average location of the first three reconstructed VHF sources. c),g),k) Projection of the VHF
source density for 10 minutes around the event (9 minutes before and 1 minute after) computed
for a 1 km x 1 km grid mesh. Overlay of the reconstructed VHF sources of the SP+CG flash in
greyscale as a function of time where grey colors span from dark-grey to light-grey from the be-
ginning to the end of the flash duration. d),h),l) VHF source density projected along the altitude
and the distance North-South per 0.1 km x 1 km bin, plotted twice side by side, in one with the
altitude-latitude overlay of the parent flash.
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